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STAMP COLLECTING
IN THE XXI CENTURY

SAIDE an Egyptian Airline
in 1947, By Editor

Volume 53 Issue 3

Enrique Setaro

GOALS: PROMOTING

flight of this airline on August 23,
1948 (Scott C51-2).

The SM-95C
Aircraft was
similar to other contemporary airliners,
but the construction was
mixed. Welded steel was used for the
fuselage structure, with light alloy
covering fitted to the nose, underside
and rear fuselage, and fabric covering
for the fuselage sides and roof. The
three-spar wing was also
of wooden construction,
In 1949, the company acquired 6 Cur- with plywood skinning. The
tis C46 from US wartime surplus sale engines drove three-bladed
and soon launched services to Beirut, metal Constant speed proRome, Athens and Alexandria.
pellers. The two pilots sat
side-by-side in an enclosed
Egypt recockpit, while behind them
leased an
sat the Flight engineer (on
overprint of
the left) and radio operator
two Air Mail
(on the right). Behind the cockpit,
Stamps to
there was normally seating for 20-30
commemopassengers. (Continues page 2)
rate the first
S.A.I.D.E was
formed in 1947
as a Societe
Anonyme Egyptienne where
Egyptian interests held 55%
and the remaining by European
interests mainly Italian ones as evidenced by the choice of airliners the
company made (the FIAT G212 and
the SM95)

HSC Editor

HSC Weekly Meetings Information
The Hollywood Stamp Club meets
every Tuesday from 5 to 9 PM at
the Fred Lippman Multipurpose
Center, 2030 Polk Street,
Hollywood, FL 33020, US, North
America, Telephone: (954) 9213404.
All Club members are encouraged
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to submit articles, notices, or any
other data believed notable to our
membership.
Contact the Editor, Enrique Setaro,
by phone (305) 428-0546, via
Skype, ID: ensetaro or via e-mail:
ensetaro@gmail.com

SAIDE Airline (Cont. from page 1)
Also the Fiat G.212s were purchased by
the Egyptian airline SAIDE, who received
three aircraft in 1948.
The G.212 accommodated 34 passengers, using the Pratt & Whitney R-1830
Twin Wasp engines.
There are several FFC (First Flight Covers); here we show and describe one.
The FFC sent from Cairo is addressed to
Sestri Levante
but was readdresed to
Milani, Italy.
The cover has
a
cachet showing one of the
airline’s aircrafts. The
postage was paid with two C51 100 mils stamps. It also in-

cludes two SAIDE Air labels and a rectangular with the details
of the first flight.
Initially in 1950
SAIDE had a limited
flight coverage, as
show on the first map
with two routes to
Tunis and Paris.
In the 1951/52 SAIDE
changed its routes and destinations, as is shown in the second map, expanding the central European destination, but
cancelling the Paris stop. Shown
here is the FIAT G.212s of SAIDE.

Around the auctions, By Editor
When you are
offered a high
value stamp for
a very low price,
remember this:
”If it too good to
be true, it
probably is.”

From the Spink F. B. D’Alda estate, foreign
section. Chile, 1910 (Scott 83a) 1 cent center inverted, the finest of only two recorded.
The other example recorded was brought to
light in 1955; it is important to state the history of this “1955” variety, from the moment
at which was offered at an international auction for the first time. That point in time occurred in 1971, when it was sold in New
York at $4,000, to be subsequently acquired, by private treaty, by Joaquin Galvez.

In the 1980s it
was sold again in
auction (Geneva)
for about $25,000
to the Swiss philatelist Gerhard
Blank. In 1989, Mr
Blank sold it privately for $50,000 to the Chilean collector
Rene Lazo. Finally, in 2004 the stamp was
privately acquired by an anonymous Spanish
philatelist for a similar figure to the amount
paid in 1989.

Members: call for action
Have YOU considered sharing your
knowledge? Why
not write an article for the Hollywood Philatelist?
Or share a nice
cover and a para-
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graph about it.
Contact the Editor
at the meeting, or

via E-Mail, or
call me at 305428-0516.

Paraphrasing President Kennedy:
Do not ask what
the club can do for
you. Far better, ask
what YOU can do
for the club.

HSC’s Officers and Members of the Board for
2018
Chairman of the Board: Karl V. Shallenberger
E-Mail: KarlShall@comcast.net
President: Parker A. Bailey, Jr.
E-Mail: pbaileyjr@comcast.net
Vice-President: Jacqueline Cortes
Treasurer: Richard Knierim
Recording Secretary: Hilda Bailey
Membership Chairman: Robert Lavoie, Jr.
Directors: Arthur Morris, Hamlet Gayadeen, Robert Lavoie, Jr.,
Stephen Ehrlich, Alan Levak, Michael Rogers, and Richard Sandler
Editor: Enrique Setaro. Asst. Editor: Thomas Walend

HSC ACTIVITIES: PHILATELIC CALENDAR

HSC Meeting Location on Map

MAY 1. $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
MAY 8. Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and
ments

refresh-

The time each day

MAY 15 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

spent with his

MAY 22 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

stamps relaxed

MAY 29 . ………… GO-GO AUCTION ………………….
JUN 5 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
JUN 12 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
JUN 19 . $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments

President Roosevelt
during those very
tense times. He
claimed, “I owe my
life to my hobbies –

JUN 26 $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments

especially to stamp

New Member: Suzanne Theuret .. 1936

collecting.”

The Story of the US Certified Mail Stamp,

the US Post
Office Department; it
proved to be
Peter Martin’s latest US focused article for GSM the only
looks at the US’s first and only Certified Mail
stamp issued
Stamp. Introduced in 1955, this short-lived
for this cateissue offers a fascinating insight into the post- gory; it had a
al operations of the era, many of which are
very short
not often encountered. Shown here is a typical official lifespan; its design includes the image of a living person;
cover with the stamp.
and because of the form that had to be used with the stamp, it
offers great insights into the cover makers of the period. The
The US Certified Mail stamp of 1955 (SG
article has six pages. If you are interested in reading it, please
C1070, Scott FA1) is unusual in a number of
send an E-Mail to the Editor or tell him at the Club’s meeting.
ways. The stamp also has several rare characteristics: It was
produced for a new mail service that came late in the history of
By Peter Martin, Gibbons Stamp Monthly, June
2013
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Topical: Iguazu Falls, Argentina,
By Editor
The Iguazu Falls(Spanish: Cataratas del
Iguazu) are waterfalls of the Iguazu River on the border of the Argentine province of Misiones and the Brazilian state
of Paraná. They are the largest waterfalls
system in the
world. The falls
divide the river
into the upper
and lower
Iguazu. The
Iguazu River rises near the city
of Curitiba.
Most of the falls are on the Argentine side,
but they are better seen from the Brazilian
side. Brazilians say: “Argentina puts on
the show, but Brazil carries the audience”.
Both countries have, overtime, issued stamps to commemorate and promote the
falls.
The first, from Argentina
1936, was SC 448 5 pesos.
In 1939 one of the UPU

stamps
showed a nice
view of the
falls; SC 462
25 c. Later
on, in 1955, a
third stamp
part of a definitives set shows the falls; SC #639 5 pesos.
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The falls are shared
by the Iguazu National
Park (Argentina)
and Iguazu National
Park (Brazil). The two
parks were designated UNESCO World Heritage Sites in 1984 and
1987, respectively.
Thus, other countries
have also designed and issued similar topical stamps.

Reminiscences, By Michael Rogers
During my mid teens, I stood a lanky 5’10”,
weighing in at a scant 135 lbs. or so, resembling a hyper-driven Erector Set, all
frame and no meat, just a buck-toothed
grin making my way. Spending money for
stamps was limited to the funds earned by
mowing lawns and helping out at home. I
eagerly looked forward to the American
Stamp Dealers Association show which was
held at the National Guard Armory on Park
Avenue in Manhattan.
As a high school student, perhaps 1964
or 1965, I was walking the ASDA floor at
the Armory, having already spent my few
lawn mowing dollars. It interested me how
the dealers presented their material.
Rounding the corner, I looked up and saw
an amazing thing! There was a younger
dealer, several booths away, looking intently
at his transaction, working the numbers. I
was so far away that I could only guess.
He was so intense that I could (Cont. P 8)

Penny Black & Beyond, by Editor

The Venetian Red was aesthetically similar to the PenThe Penny Black (Scott #
ny Red and Penny Black that
1) was the world's first adhehad come before it, but was
sive postage stamp used in a
instead colored a venetian
public postal system. It was
red and had a square framfirst issued in Great Britain on
ing. Close to 1.5 million Ve1 May 1840, for official use
netian Reds were printed
1837 QV Silver Coin
from 6 May of that year. It
during the stamp's run; the
features a profile of Queen
printing plates used allowed
Victoria, from 1837 Silver Coin.
for 240 stamps each. Like its predecessors, the
Venetian Red sported individual
Between May 1840 and February 1841 69 milletters in each of its corners to
lions stamps were printed by Perkins Bacon .
identify its position on the
There were 12 plates created:
plate.
1a/b to 11. With its introduction
the postal traffic increased from
The Venetian Red had a short
75 million to 410 million in unrun, and was replaced by
der ten years. Plate 11 was
the Penny Lilac in July 1881.
originally intended solely for the
Its displacement is attributed
printing of the new red stamps. to a change in government postal policy:
Some were printed in black and the Customs and Inland Revenue Act
they are scarce.
1881 necessitated the creation of a new proviIn 1841 the color was changed to Red (Scott #3
and others) to avoid fraud by
reuse of cancelled stamps.
Between 1841 and 1879 21
billion Penny Reds were
printed, both imperforate
and perforate. Shown here is
a red penny plate 26 mint.
Some of the black plates
were also used to print red
pennies. The range of red plate are from 12 to
225. Of the red plates there are
two that are scarcer; plate 77
was not issued but there are
some stamps , very few, in the
marketplace. Also the plate 225
red pennies command higher
prices and are scarcer.
Finally, in 1879 then Royal Mail
cancelled the agreement with Perkins Bacon and
signed up with De La Rue. This printer came up
with a new design (Scott #39) in 1880, the Penny Venetian Red that provided the one penny
rate stamp until 1881.
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sion of revenue stamps. A new inscription was
therefore needed, and the new Penny Lilacs
featured the words "POSTAGE AND INLAND
REVENUE" and "ONE PENNY", instead of
"POSTAGE" and "ONE PENNY" that its predecessors bore. It was decided that a new color
would also be desirable to defend against improper re-use; a fugitive lilac ink was used that
would run and spoil the stamp if one attempted
to wash off the cancellation. The Lilacs broke
the tradition of using corner letters and instead
had either fourteen or sixteen dots in each corner. There were 34 billion stamps like these issued.©

How I became a stamp
collector, By Editor

Here is a photo of the
front of the coffee
shop.

When I was a teenager my
father had a friend who
lived in Switzerland,
worked with the UN and
was a stamp collector. In
one of his trips to Argentina, in the 1950’s, he brought me a large plastic
bag full of stamps.

During the 50’s and
60’s I slowly built my
stamp collection.

At one time there was
an ad from a representative of the Auction
house Sotheby that wanted to see some stamp
collections. I called him and went with my album
and stock book. Of course my holdings were of
little interest to him but he gave me some good
There were several stamp dealers in Buenos
Aires Downtown; one day I went with my father advice. One of his comments was: “If you want
to build a good and valuable stamp collection
to one of them and got the basic tools: tong,
you have to invest money.”
magnifier, old Yvert catalog, and a stock book.
One of the dealers suggested I at- Then in the late 70’s I relocated to Mexico
tend the meeting of one of the lo- where I started working with Hewlett-Packard.
cal clubs (CEFIBA, Philatelic Center My collection remained somehow dormant until
of Buenos Aires), that was also in the 90’s when I moved to the Miami area. Being
here I attended the SMSC and later on the HSC.
the downtown area.
I also went to some of the local shows, the
So I started going to their meetings on Saturday Wash 2006, Sarasota, Orlando, and the NYC
afternoons. There was a weekly auction and a
2016 major shows.
coffee shop with great pastries run by two GerI am currently a member of APS, HSC and the
mans.
FCPS (France and Colonies Philatelic Society).
In the afternoons there was stamp trading and a
Once I attended a meeting of the GPS (German
small auction. They
Philatelic Society) at Lakeland, FL.
had several local
catalogs and the
I buy/sell on eBay, DelCampe and with the CEYvert & Tellier
FIBA Auctions.
French catalogs.
During the last few years I have been narrowing
There I got my first
and focusing my stamp collection: I sold my alFDC shown here.
bums of the US, Austria, Switzerland, US FDCs,
On Sunday mornings at the local Park of Rivada- Zeppelin covers, to be able to concentrate on
via there was a gathering of dealers and stamp fewer areas.
collectors. It was like a fair around a large tree.
I have, though, created some specialized interThere is a video in YouTube were you can see
ests on France C27 View of Paris, Buenos Aires
what it was like. The sound is not related to the
Imperforate steamships, WW 2 EFMs, Russia
video so keep the audio level at minimum.
Currency Postage stamps, Topical Chocolate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kprGmGonti stamps/covers, Egypt British Military Seals, and
0
others.
Across the street from the park there is a coffee I currently focus on some western Europe counshop where dealers and collectors meet. The
tries, Argentina, Russia, Polar Philately and
shop is called “El Coleccionista” (The Collector). FFCs.©
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sent double registered (the Advice of Receipt was posted back to the sender)
History of Sinkiang, By Editor
from Kuchengtze to the capital. At first
East Turkestan was annexed by China in
the postage was 2c., plus 5c. each for
1759 and named Sinkiang. China operatregistration and advice of receipt but this
ed a special service for the carriage of ofwas increased on 5th August of the same
ficial letters, known as I-Chan. This netyear. Only six covers are known to exist
work included 185 stations spread with
from this period before the rate increase,
the area. In 1909 the Governor proposed
Est. HK$150,000—180,000; US$
that a new postal service should be de20,000—23,000).
veloped.

Around the Auction 2: The Postal

This 1933 cover was flown from Hami to
Yangliutsing in China. Although they are
difficult to distinguish, the 5c and all four
10c. Stamps have the two-character
This attractive registered envelope was
overprint for air mail struck in red. Hami
sent from Urumchi to Switzerland. The
used its own air mail handstamp, which
Russian stamps were overprinted with
the characters for China. This is the only shows small differences from that used in
recorded cover with stamps cancelled by Tihua. This is one of only two covers
the postmark of the Russian Post Office known bearing these Hami provisional air
stamps (Est. HK$120,000-150,000; US$
in Urumchi. Est HK$ 400,000—500,000
15,000—19,000).
(US $50,000– to $64,000).
The difficulties of transporting international mail in turbulent times, particularly
during the Japanese invasion and the
world war years meant that Sinkiang became a useful route for sending mail out
of China. The proximity of the TransSiberian Railway and other rail routes
meant that distribution was easy; the
Hami—Alma Ata—Moscow became a very
This very early cover of the Chinese Post
popular route.©
Office is dated May 9, 1910. This was
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Reminiscences (from Page 4)
imagine the wheels of his brains turning over. I stood
still, gazing at him, admiringly so, for what had to be 15
minutes or so. It sure wasn’t for me to speak up. In
spite of my desire to be wallpaper, the dealer suddenly
realized my presence. He sharply looked in my direction
and pointed me over. He asked me what I was doing. I
said it was fascinating seeing him doing his computations. We chatted a bit. I had no idea what I’d want to
do for a living. Be a stamp dealer? Never thought of it.
That’s how I met Andy Levitt. Perhaps seven years later,
after college, I came to work for John McDaniel, in Winter Park, Florida. John had an established retail office,
mail order and mail sales company. John had a very fine
inventory which satisfied the local clientele and mail order.
After I’d been working at John’s place for a few months,
he took the family back to his home town of Lexington,
Kentucky. During his visit there, he met a wealthy collector of U.S. stamps who had been disabled in an automobile accident. The collector was at a stage where he
needed only exceptional material. The proposition was
put to John that very good U.S. material needed to be
brought to Lexington by courier. The collector would inspect it, and finding it acceptable, pay in cash.
At the top of his want
list were sheets of the
first U.S. airmails and
Zeppelin plate blocks.
Problem was, John
didn’t have either
items in stock. Very
few dealers inventory
these. So John
mulled over how to
satisfy this almost
certain sale (and profit!) before he and I
talked. He twisted the problem this way and that. He sure
wasn’t going to ask another dealer if he could have them
on consignment for fear of being denied, as hurt pride
would have stung mightily. And it pained him greatly the
notion of giving up a pinch of the profit.

Andy had one of the truly great inventories of U.S. material. And I had
this “connection” with him of years
back. It was a place to start. As
John and I were working an ASDA
show in a couple of weeks where
Andy was sure to be, I brashly said
“I know Andy Levitt, so let me lay it
out to him, see what he’s looking
for.” John was awestruck that I
knew him.
Andy enjoyed a storied philatelic career. He was the auctioneer who knocked down at auction the unique British
Guiana one cent, the rarest stamp in the world, at the
Robert A. Siegel Rarities of the World public auction in
March 1970. He built a reputation for handling the finest
material. During his auction career, he sold the world
class classic U.S. and Hawaii collections of Ryokei Ishikawa.
At the show, I patiently waited my turn to speak with
him, then just stood in front of him with my big grin. He
stared at me, realization coming
to him, as he said “I know you.”
Then I reminded him. Yup, I
was the kid. So I laid out the
deal, my boss has a great customer...Andy was amenable, so
after returning to Florida, I flew
to Lexington to meet the collector and get a want list, then flew
to Andy’s office in Danbury, Conn.
I believe the first transaction
was a set of the 1918 airmail
sheets, C1-3. I carried them on
board, flying to Lexington,
showed them off, picked up the
cash, returned to Danbury to pay
Andy, returning home to John
with his profits. Looking back, I’d
guess I made six or seven trips.
So exciting!

Andy supplied the collector with a
C3 sheet missing the “TOP,” a
So he took me through the deal. I rolled it over in my
famous error. There was a set of
mind, knowing one thing for sure: if John didn’t find
the 1930 Graf Zeppelin plate
someone to furnish the material, another dealer would do blocks. I’ll never forget the gleam
it. I also knew that asking someone to consign this mate- in Andy’s eyes, showing off his
rial to John meant they would set a price greater than
treasures in his vault at a local
selling outright. Not a problem.
Danbury bank and trust company. Sadly, both John
McDaniel and Andy Levitt have passed away. ©
Then I thought of Andy Levitt. By reputation, I knew
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